Black History Audiobook Recommendations - Middle School

- **JN485** - *We Are The Ship: The Story Of Negro Baseball*, Kadir Nelson
- **KQ721** - *I Have A Dream*, Martin Luther King Jr.
- **KV469** - *The Port Chicago 50*, Steve Sheinkin
- **KX907** - *Who Was Maya Angelou?*, David Adler
- **KY902** - *Incidents In The Life Of A Slave Girl*, Harriet Jacobs
- **KZ832** - *Harriet Tubman, Secret Agent*, Thomas Allen
- **KZ936** - *Mo’ne Davis: Remember My Name : My Story From First Pitch To Game Changer*, Mo’ne Davis
- **NA591** - *Unbound: A Novel In Verse*, Ann Burg
- **NA827** - *Rebound: Prequel To The Crossover*, Kwame Alexander
- **NA834** - *It All Comes Down To This*, Karen English
- **NA951** - *Who Was Coretta Scott King?*, Gail Herman
- **NA982** - *Ghost Boys*, Jewell Parker Rhodes
- **NB280** - *The Playbook: 52 Rules To Aim, Shoot, And Score In This Game Called Life*, Kwame Alexander
- **NB645** - *Black Panther: The Young Prince*, Ronald L. Smith
- **NB826** - *The Journey Of Little Charlie*, Christopher Paul Curtis
- **NB893** - *The Red Rose Box*, Brenda Woods
- **NB951** - *The Season Of Styx Malone*, Kekla Magoon
- **NC004** - *Facing Frederick : The Life Of Frederick Douglass, A Monumental American Man*, Tonya Bolden
- **NC133** - *Chasing Space : Young Readers’ Edition*, Leland Melvin
- **NC146** - *Betty Before X*, Ilyasah Shabazz
- **NC203** - *The Last Last-Day-Of-Summer*, Lamar Giles
- **NC367** - *This Promise Of Change*, Jo Ann Allen Boyce
- **NC757** - *Tristan Strong Punches A Hole In The Sky*, Kwame Mbalia
- **NC840** - *Gensis Begins Again*, Alicia D. Williams
- **NA912** - *Finding Langston*, Lesa Cline-Ransome
- **NC942** - *Marley Dias Gets It Done : And So Can You*, Marley Dias
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